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Abstract

Despite occasional frictions with regulators, tech giants like Amazon, Facebook, and Google have enjoyed a relatively unfettered business climate in the U.S. and congenial, even cooperative relations with the state. Although concerns over foreign election meddling, the proliferation of fake news, and growing market power brought unwanted attention from lawmakers, the media, and policy experts, the tech sector’s imprint on social and political life remains immense and largely unchecked. This manifesto outlines the contours of this economic and political power. It frames its growth as a failure not just of policy, but also of the policymaking process and the political culture that underpins it. To address this failure, it articulates “the public panopticon” – a new policymaking structure that reimagines the power dynamics within the policymaking process, a reorientation in policy priorities, and a revived public interest at its core.
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The tech sector shapes how we find and exchange information. It alters how we find and buy goods and services. It owns and exerts control over the technical infrastructure we use to organize ourselves politically. It runs on our data; the traces of ourselves that we leave behind when we engage in activities that increasingly constitute everyday life. Though the act of forgetting is central to human flourishing, these residues do not fade into memory – they are sold to advertisers, commodified wholesale into fundamentally discriminatory, algorithmically-maintained criteria which animate what Oscar Gandy refers to as “the panoptic sort.” As the tech sector amasses greater market power, the engine that fuels it leaves resignation and powerlessness in its wake.
It oversees itself.

These are not technological facts and as such they do not require technological fixes. These are social facts. These are political facts. The actors constituting the tech sector are political actors. Their goals may be economic, but their pursuit and consequences are political. They are also asymmetrical. That asymmetry underlies a fundamental political problem: the distortion of democratic policymaking. Policymaking, the essential vehicle for curbing tech power, requires transparency over surveillance. It requires participation over exclusion. It requires responsiveness over unaccountable self-regulation. It requires a disruptive reimagining of the public’s role in it.

**Disruptive Innovation**

**Market Dominance**

There is nothing natural about the tech sector’s political and economic power. Its accumulation springs from the demanding work of anti-competitive strategizing, deliberate effort, and heavy investment aimed at the manipulation of policymaking processes. It emerges out of the increasingly undemocratic nature of these processes and is legitimized by false narratives that fall upon the receptive ears of the political elites that dictate policy.

When Eric Schmidt said that “Washington is an incumbent protection machine [and] technology is fundamentally disruptive,” he was only half-wrong – there is nothing fundamentally disruptive about technology. Everyone agreed with the first part, but too many policymakers embraced the second part, waiting for the tech sector to bring unprecedented waves of competition and shake up the economy.

It ought to be tragically clear now that digital capitalism replicates rather than disrupts analog capitalism, so much so that speaking of “capitalisms” no longer makes sense. Tech giants are now monopolies, drawing power from network effects, and entrenching their dominance through technical standards and demands for strong patent protections. They are now actively engaged in the analog work of monopoly-maintenance. The only thing this work disrupts is competition, which
could have offset some of the excesses of their oligopoly and monopoly power. The government, which relies on these firms’ rich user data for its national security surveillance apparatus, often simply overlooks their practices.

Despite occasional frictions with federal regulators, tech giants like Amazon, Facebook, and Google enjoy a relatively unfettered business climate in the U.S. and congenial, even cooperative relations with the state. As the financial industry fell under microscopic regulatory scrutiny following the 2008 global financial crisis and faced significant public criticism, the tech industry assisted the Obama campaign in the election and later advised it on various policy matters, from its tech agenda to its efforts at countering violent extremism online. At the same time, Obama defended these companies against European regulators and voiced support for net neutrality, which the tech sector favored. Their evasion of taxes on foreign properties is nothing short of a government subsidy, funded by the public.

Their market dominance has become so normalized that evidence of it is now a cliché. Policymakers accept that Amazon takes in half of all online purchases. They accept that 77 percent of mobile social traffic belongs to Facebook; that Google owns 81 percent of the search engine market and a staggering 97 percent of mobile search; that 90 percent of smartphones in the world are powered by either Apple or Google operating systems; that Facebook and Google rake in 63 percent of the digital ad market, a duopoly that keeps growing under their watch. These are clichés only when we ignore the power they describe.

Yes, monopolies afford certain efficiencies. Yes, they sustain economies of scope and scale, reduce production and expansion costs, and allow firms to withstand uncertainties inherent in digital and media markets. Yet monopoly power also enables Amazon to execute predatory pricing strategies to kill off smaller competitors and thwart emerging markets, strangling crucial sources of innovation and creating unemployment. It allows Facebook and Google to buy up start-ups that pose a threat to their business models or that own data they can use as an informational advantage over their rivals. Their monopolies in online retail, social
media, and search facilitate aggressive expansion into other markets, including delivery, telecom, health, energy and utilities, travel, and financial applications.\textsuperscript{21} This destructive conquest is met only with “policy silence.”\textsuperscript{22}

**Political Power**

The problem of concentration is not an economic problem – it is a political problem. As firms consolidate, they accumulate market power and the incentives to abuse that power to guard their new market position.\textsuperscript{23} Their stake in legislative and regulatory debates expands, along with incentives to exert their accumulated political power to influence these debates to their advantage, at the expense of other public interest goals.\textsuperscript{24} Consolidation increases concentration; the absence of competing actors who may dilute that political power. The interests are more homogenous between a smaller number of firms than among many – there are fewer conflicts, fewer organizational costs, fewer coordination costs, fewer messaging and lobbying costs.\textsuperscript{25}

The tech firms’ dominance over digital communications coupled with their unprecedented social reach makes them naturally attractive to politicians. Tech giants feed and exploit this attraction. They donate to both parties to secure political access. They assist both parties in primary and electoral campaigns, in exchange for free advertising and political relationships.\textsuperscript{26} They move through the corridors of political power with growing ease: the revolving door between Silicon Valley and the government is well-documented.\textsuperscript{27}

Business-savvy supersedes political allegiances: these activities are about cultivating proximity and political access, which facilitate effective lobbying. The tech sector invests millions in immense lobbying power to fight regulation, outspending even the commercial bank industry.\textsuperscript{28} The investment yields dividends. Tech giants deployed it successfully to kill bills that would have curbed user data collection and introduced stronger consumer privacy rights.\textsuperscript{29} Google deployed it to beat an FTC antitrust investigation into its search business.\textsuperscript{30} They continue to deploy it to maintain their self-regulatory regimes and expand their economic reach.\textsuperscript{31}
Lobbying investments secure often private encounters with policymakers which, obscured from public view and reprimand, animate subtler dimensions of the tech sector’s influence on the policymaking process. The frequent commingling, the uncensored discussions, the growing familiarity all leave an elite imprint on regulators’ systems of belief, policy preferences, and ideological biases. Proximity becomes a channel for “cultural” and “discursive capture.” This capture is more visible in policy discourses than immediate policy outcomes because it is ideological – it injects, reinforces, and naturalizes elite values within the state.

The state, of course, must be receptive to these values. Its neoliberal inclinations, which show no sign of decline, foster that receptiveness. The state remains committed to the market as a key source of economic growth and to actively securing that growth above all other considerations. Thus, when Google lobbyists announce that “technology is such a fast-moving industry that regulatory burdens would hinder its evolution,” policymakers listen. Such capture – if one can call it that since both sides are complicit – discursively narrows the range of policy options regulators consider. Structural alternatives like breaking up monopolies and taming the sector’s power using systemic regulatory approaches are written off, like a radical overreaction to a technical problem. The ideological parameters that contour policymaker debates, then, “marginalize broader theories of the public interest, citizenship and, in particular, democracy.” Their impact extends beyond individual policy votes to the entire regulatory system.

Of course, policy and regulation can address monopoly power, but the neoliberal permissiveness toward market forces has infected these spheres for too long now. The Chicago School’s influence looms over antitrust law, and its obsession with consumer price effects of mergers becomes meaningless when tech giants offer their services for free or engage in predatory pricing to undermine competitors. The tech sector exploits these blind spots to evade regulation. Its market power is subtler, more pervasive, and invisible below the level of market structure. It is market structure that reveals devastating concentration, and it is market structure that reveals why material resources are converted into political capital.
Meanwhile economics, the other *lingua franca* of policymaking, has abandoned historical context, political considerations, and therefore its normative potential, in favor of abstracted empirical models. This abdication depoliticizes debates in a fundamentally political process. As regulatory agencies give economic reports, often from corporate lobbyists, particular weight, it introduces abstraction and exclusive, specialized discourse in the service of illusory objectivity.

**Marginalizing the Public**

At this point, it is worth pausing to ask the fundamental question: where is the public in these processes? How are the voices that constitute it represented in these debates? When meetings between tech and political elites do not occur behind closed doors, the public may learn about them in the news. It may look at publicly available lobbying disclosures that enumerate immense sums and vague descriptions. It may learn that a law has been passed, a bill has failed, a new regulatory framework has been adopted. It may receive a notification that “terms of service” have been updated, and it may even try to understand the revisions in which it had no say.

The public is too often absent, marginalized from these proceedings. And yet its members actively participate in these markets, they actively produce on these platforms, they actively consume and interact with these products. For many, these activities are inextricably embedded in their daily life. They have a stake in these debates because tech companies possess reservoirs of intimate information that they provide about themselves, often unwittingly, often as part of social interaction. They have a stake in these debates because they do not control how that information will be used, and because that information is often used to commercialize their social and political activities on these platforms.

All of us are invested in the outcomes of these debates because tech giants occupy the same economic and political sphere as the public and the perils of monopoly power touch everyone. Market concentration means the concentration of political power, which skews democratic politics in favor of the elites. It means greater concentration of wealth among the few, and greater social and economic inequality.
The public has a stake in these debates because tech elite interests are not its interests. Tech elites’ political and economic views override their social views, which so endeared them to the center-left. Yes, they support immigration reform, gun control, taxes for the wealthy, and universal healthcare. Yet they oppose labor unions, state-run social programs for the poor, and government regulation of their industry. They prefer private philanthropy over government social protections. They prioritize fast economic growth over income equality. In the aggregate, their policy preferences and political philosophies support structures that institutionalize and perpetuate social inequality.

But then, policymaking is not a representative or responsive process. The state is far more responsive to the policy preferences of the wealthy. Neoliberalism prioritizes elite governance, and therefore its interests, over those of a majority. So, it is hardly surprising that as state and corporate interests align, “[w]hat remains of representative democracy is overwhelmed, if not totally though legally corrupted by money power.” Under this system, the public benefits largely by chance. And even when the tech sector lobbies for issues of public interest like immigration reform, freedom of expression online, and broadband access, they become “economized,” gaining legitimacy only in the context of the tech sector’s priorities: technological and economic expansion. These issues are no longer worthwhile in and of themselves – tech giants subsume them under their elite interest umbrella, relegating the public interest to the status of a mere positive externality.

Policymaking is not a participatory or a transparent process. Legal and economic analysis can play a vital role in policy debates when paired with other political and social considerations, but as the dominant policy tools they only erect a barrier of specialized discourse between the public and the experts. The digitization and public accessibility of regulatory proceedings renders a semblance of transparency as illusory as the power of technology to disrupt deeply embedded political processes. Access to archives means little if the rules by which the contest of opinions is settled in favor of a policy outcome remain obscured. Regulators owe the public no explanation for how they decided to approve a merger, failed to stop one that harmed the public...
interest, or ended an antitrust investigation into a company’s anti-competitive practices. The public is not invited to the private meetings where such decisions are made and their voices rarely affect the calculus of policymaking. When the public’s views are solicited, they are often cherry-picked to provide support for a policy agenda and ignored when they oppose it.

If policymaking prioritizes the interests of tech elites, then how can it address the problems inherent in their self-regulatory regimes? The shroud of obfuscation hangs over the entire tech sector. Private user data animates the industry, and even regulators do not understand the mechanisms behind its collection, aggregation, interpretation, and use. These patented secrets, these algorithmic “black boxes” are as obscure and removed from the public as the policy process itself. We are told to trust them because they are efficient and objective. But algorithmic inputs are made by people – inputs embedded in wider social, political, and economic contexts that no amount of automation can erase. They reflect the social biases of their makers. They reflect their owners’ business logics. The discriminatory search results, politically-charged false news, foreign bots, and hate speech are not algorithmic malfunctions. They are not technological problems, but political and economic problems. Unless regulators uphold the public interest, these problems will continue to proliferate. Unless the public occupies the central focus of policymaking, tech giants will continue to evade regulatory scrutiny with impunity, mock demands for accountability, and skip congressional hearings.

Yet policymakers are all too eager to accept the lie regulation will kill technological innovation. They agree too quickly with tech elites that they lack the expertise to regulate technology and they meekly allow the self-regulatory regime to continue unimpeded. Policymaking too often aligns with elite priorities, instead of reflecting the plurality of voices, representing a multitude of stakeholders, maintaining true transparency, and ensuring the accountability of those it oversees. The public is relegated too often to the sidelines; a passive observer of the impenetrable, politically-sanctioned expansion of tech power. These political inequities, and the machinery behind them, forestall decisive solutions to critical problems.
In this system, disruptive innovation becomes little more than an empty slogan that allows Silicon Valley to legitimate its concentration of market and political power. But it can be wrested from the tech giants and revived in the service of democratic policymaking. It can be applied with full force to the policymaking processes themselves, and the political culture that underlies them, to return the public interest to their core.

**The Public Panopticon**

The Foucauldian panopticon denotes surveillance. Like the “interlocking directorate” between tech and political elites, it denotes control by forces obstructed from public view. It turns the object of its gaze into “the object of information, never a subject in communication.” The public remains outside policy proceedings, rather than deeply engaged in them. Gestures of transparency are meaningless without the public’s ability to provide consequential input. In a self-regulatory system, what is transparency other than the pronouncement of a decree?

By contrast, the public panopticon reimagines this power relationship; the power relationship between state and corporate actors and the public, between surveillance and transparency, between self-regulation and public accountability.

The first spark of the public panopticon occurs the moment when all the eyes in it, unblinking, fall upon the watchtower. It is at this moment that the taking of the watchtower becomes a possibility. But the work of the public panopticon begins when the structure is taken. Its work begins when the public and its interests occupy the watchtower, inverting the power dynamics within panopticon. For the public panopticon, the policy process, the market behavior it oversees, and the actors who participate in both remain visible. The public panopticon demands transparency, but it also demands accountability and the legitimacy of various tools to achieve it.

To ignite that first spark requires a transformation in political culture. The public panopticon challenges the assumptions that guide our current regulatory approaches to addressing market concentration. If elite discourse and ideology constrain the field
of options considered by policymakers, the public panopticon aims to shed light on alternatives to expand that field.

Its political philosophy aligns with those who expose structural inequality, corporate power, and their consequences. It believes that economics should not begin with Hayek or Friedman, but with Piketty. It believes that antitrust law should not begin with Bork, but with Teachout and Khan. It believes that tech sector scholarship should not begin with Shirky and Howard, but with Morozov, Tufekci, and Vaidhyanathan. It aligns itself not with New America, but with Citizens Against Monopoly.

It rejects the contradictory Silicon Valley ethos, whose distaste for progressive state intervention renders its social liberalism meaningless. It opposes the specialized and anti-democratic discourse of tech solutionism and internet centrism, the apolitical economics that dominates policy analysis, and the neoliberal and fundamentally narrow Chicago School approach to antitrust law. It embraces discourses that chart structural inequalities with brutal precision. It embraces a legal approach to antitrust that moves beyond price effects, and foregrounds barriers to entry, first mover advantages, network effects, and market structure.

It recognizes that the government has always been involved in markets, but that the government has not always been accountable to the public. The public panopticon pays close attention to policy issues because it is the key stakeholder in them. It exposes and shames the political opportunists and ideological partisans who hijack policymaking processes for private profit and political ambition at the expense of the public. It demands lobbying reform, including more comprehensive disclosures, spending limits, and accountability. It sees a vital role for information in policymaking, but a public one. It shuns politicians without a clear antitrust agenda.

It is not afraid to embrace creative destruction of black boxes that fuel tech companies’ informational advantages. It supports independent, public advisory boards to oversee privacy and content regulation on these platforms.
The public panopticon is also not afraid to embrace creative and surgical destruction of tech monopolies. As their power extends into other spheres of economic and social life, including health, retail, energy and utilities, travel and leisure, and financial applications, it sees its dominance in its original markets as a threat to competition in others. Informational asymmetries, market power, and first mover advantages reverberate beyond search and social. While stricter antitrust can prevent further accumulation of power, breaking up tech giants along functional lines will fundamentally curb threats to competition. It is not afraid to imagine separating Amazon’s online market from its brick-and-mortar retail and delivery services. It is not afraid to imagine separating Facebook’s social media platform from its messaging acquisitions. And it is not afraid to imagine separating Google’s search from its other ventures.

It is not afraid to envision a policy sphere where a plurality of voices is respected, solutions are imagined, and power is accounted. After its initial spark, the public panopticon aims to impose democratic order upon market chaos with its collective gaze.
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